
  

ABOUT ME

 I am Tom Owens, I have 10 years industry experience with 
web development and internet entrepreneurship

 I formerly set up and ran my own successful eBay and 
Amazon eCommerce Business and achieved eBay and 
Amazon certified Partnership during that time.

 I worked as a Freelancer for many years and also gain 
solid studio experience.

Thomas Owens
BA Hons



  

Introduction to Scripting, Variables and Primitive Data Types
SESSION TYPE : LESSON

WBD4300

Scripting

Programming Basics & Scripting Architecture (curly 
braces techniques) Variable (& Constants) types

Variables

Variable and Constant types

Primitive Data Types

A focus on Javascript and advanced CSS.

“Pixel perfect” web design and web design 
etiquette

Principles of Screen design Vertical rhythm 
and proportions in web design (Golden 
ratio) UI Design and Usability

Self Directed Practice on Fundamentals



  

My Commitment

My Commitment to you

A focus on commercial application.

ROI for your fees.

Freelancer (The Self Employed professional in not new but 
100s of years old and a very sensible and lucrative form of 
employment)

Studios, recruiters

Groups and Collectives

Blogging and Lead Generation



  

Freelancer.net



  

Scripting

Programming Basics.
Scripting Architecture.
Visual Site Maps



  

Programming Basics

https://www.w3schools.com/js/default.asp



  

Programming Basics | JavaScript Introduction

JavaScript Can Change HTML Content
One of many JavaScript HTML 
methods is getElementById().

https://www.w3schools.com/js/js_intro.asp



  

Programming Basics | JavaScript Variables

JavaScript Identifiers
All JavaScript variables must be identified with unique names.

These unique names are called identifiers.

Identifiers can be short names (like x and y) or more descriptive names 
(age, sum, totalVolume).

The general rules for constructing names for variables (unique identifiers) 
are:

Names can contain letters, digits, underscores, and dollar signs.
Names must begin with a letter
Names can also begin with $ and _ (but we will not use it in this tutorial)
Names are case sensitive (y and Y are different variables)
Reserved words (like JavaScript keywords) cannot be used as names



  

Programming Basics | JavaScript Primitive Data Types

Primitive Data
A primitive data value is a single simple data value with no additional 
properties and methods.

The typeof operator can return one of these primitive types:

string
number
boolean
undefined



  

Site Architecture

The Index file

File Structure

Folder separation

Best Practice



  

Visual Site Maps

What are they?

The advantages of 
using one first; 
improve quality, 
team understanding, 



  

Variable and Constant Types

What is a Constant Type?

Variables change, constants don't

Example: Var = 3

Elements tags are constants.



  

Primitive Data Types

Primitive types are the most basic data types 
available within the Java language. There are 8: 
boolean , byte , char , short , int , long , float and 
double . 

These types serve as the building blocks of data 
manipulation in Java. Such types serve only one 
purpose — containing pure, simple values of a 
kind.



  

PIXEL PERFECT DESIGN

Pixel-perfect means you've considered every detail, down to individual pixels, as 
opposed to designing things with all kinds of anti-aliasing and compression 
artefacts

Let's say you draw a button in Photoshop. It's "pixel perfect." Then you scale it, 
up or down, even just a tiny bit. It now has a lot of anti-aliasing and interpolation 
between pixels that may muddy the colours and make it appear generally not as 
sharp as it could (or even should) be. 



  

Web Design Etiquette

Sometimes called Netiquette, its related to W3C 
compliance and accessibility, and is a serious 
consideration.

Privacy Policy, terms and conditions.

Copyrights and Criminal Codes.

EU standards regarding tracing Cookies

Google Standards that determine SERP position



  

Principals of Good Screen Design

Pop-ups etc



  

Vertical Rhythm

 In Vertical Rhythm, we try to keep vertical spaces 
between elements on a page consistent with 
each other. This is often done with the help of a 
baseline – A common denominator used to 
create the consistent spaces.



  

UI Colden Ration and The Fibonacci 
Spiral



  

Fibonacci Spiral in Art



  

Overview of Course Sequence
Some of this is reiteration but bear with me I will go over it again.



  

Course Sequence- Front End 
Development



  



  



  



  



  

Holding Page Project



  

Structure of Your Portfolio Holding 
Page

Background image a touch of CSS

Cover 100% 100%

Email address

H1 Element

Test

Phone number

Contact form if your feeling brave.



  

Introduction to Javascript

Using inline Javascript

Slide in menus and onmouseover events

Event Handlers.

Listeners.



  

Skills & Experience:
Significant experience working in a digital development role, including comprehensive quality examples of 
responsive front-end development work
A good understanding of project process with evidence of delivering projects effectively against scope, cost and 
timescale
Expert in HTML5 and CSS3
Strong in JavaScript fundamentals and popular JavaScript libraries such as jQuery
Adobe Photoshop and/or other Creative Suite programs
Experience in designing sites mobile first and responsive techniques
Familiar with coding PHP would be of benefit but non-essential
Knowledge of frameworks e.g. Bootstrap, but ability to build website layouts to match given designs without them
An understanding of web standards, accessibility, SEO best practice application and semantic mark-up
Experience developing for/with open source CMS - specifically Umbraco - but also Wordpress and other (e.g. 
Drupal) will be of benefit
Strong use of preprocessors such as SASS/SCSS
Modular approach to development with techniques such as BEM

The Package:

A competitive salary (£30k - £36k) dependent on qualifications and experience, and 
a company wide annual bonus scheme. Our benefits package includes a pension scheme, 23+ days holiday, 
flexible working, regular social events, a cycle to work scheme, childcare voucher scheme and more!



  

These are full time positions, rates 
are higher for day rate contracts and 
Freelance due to market forces.



  

Full Stack Java Developer - Remote Working
£55,000| Home Based| Permanent

Full Stack Java Developer – Java, Spring, JavaScript, Angular, React.js – Remote Working - £55k 

This development team based are looking to add a Full Stack Java Developer to their software delivery team. 
[..]They offer a clearly defined career path with an excellent benefits package. 

Ideally you will have a Computer related degree and will have a demonstrable commercial experience of Java 
Development,[...], from initial concept right through to delivery. The Full Stack Java developer (Java, Spring) will 
be working within an Agile team.

Core skills & experience including: 
• Java, Spring, JDBC, JUnit
• SQL Server or MySQL, ideally No-SQL i.e. MongoDB
• REST API
• JavaScript, Node.js, Angular, React.js and Aurelia 
• The ability to work within established coding standards 
• Demonstrable experience of working on the full development lifecycle within an Agile team 
• Proven experience of building fully functional web applications 

This is an excellent opportunity for a Java Developer looking to take the next step up in their development career 
with an organisation that will fully support and encourage your career aspirations. Please send your cv for 
consideration as they are looking to move quickly. 

Senior Java Developer – Full Stack Java, Spring, JavaScript, Angular, React.js, Remote Working

Send your CV to Alex for immediate consideration

Please follow us on twitter @erinassociates for similar roles 

Erin Associates Ltd is acting as an Employment Agency in relation to this vacancy.



  

Practice on Scripting Fundamentals

Practice the first 2 tutorials on w3 schools

Time and Date

&

Light Bulb on and off

Using onmouse over Events etc.



  

ETHOS

 1. We have conviction to our purpose and potential.

 2.     We demonstrate drive by achieving and advancing 
together.

 3.     We are adventurous in mind and spirit.

 4.     We demonstrate rigour in enhancing our professional 
reputation and credibility.

 5.     We are genuine in the way we behave and deliver.

 6.     We show respect by celebrating, valuing and caring for 
people and the environment
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